Limited Official Use Section 1 of 4 Mexico 5014

Subj: President Echeverria's Report to the Nation

Ref: A1 Mexico 4995 B1 Mexico 4997 C1 Mexico 4965

1. SUMMARY: President Echeverria delivered his first annual report to the nation before joint session of Congress September 1. Speech lasted two hours 30 minutes and was interrupted by applause 81 times, including 13 standing ovations (usually when nationalistic and patriotic themes sounded). Focus was primarily on accomplishments of his administration in nine months to date. There were only occasional references to administration's future plans.

MEXICO CITY: Serious disturbance of June 19 was handled with delicacy and promise of report by attorney general's office was renewed. Treatment of internal affairs was as reported. Refs A1 and B1 except for omission of paragraph dealing with braceros (Para 9, Ref A1). End summary.

2. Atmosphere: Echeverria spoke with tradition of walking, rather than riding, the six or seven blocks from national palace to chamber of deputies and back again.

Limited Official Use
His speech lasts three minutes shorter than final applause by Díaz Ordaz. One year ago, it was interrupted 35 times most. Although applause on many occasions seemed more orchestrated than spontaneous. Among most enthusiastic ovations were two for Mrs. Echeverría (at mention of her social welfare activities and later of her earthquake relief visit to Chile) and one following declaration of 1970 as "Year of Juárez," commemorating centenary of his death. In effect, speech was primarily an accounting of past achievements. There was little by way of problem analysis (with some generalized discussion omitted from prepared text, presumably to save time and few indications of future actions by GOM, yet by Mexican standards, informe probably had proper pace and true one purpose, clearly, was to further impression of vigorous leadership effectively meeting challenges of modern society - a key phrase used by Echeverría and echoed by Chamber President Luis Dugoing Gamba in his 25-minute response; was: "To govern is to coordinate." Net effect of rhetoric was that GOM plays key role in orchestrating all that is good and progressive. Finally, relatively brief treatment of foreign policy is both characteristic of informe and representative of heavy concentration by present GOM on internal affairs.

3. INTERNAL POLITICAL HIGHLIGHTS: MOST OF PRESIDENT'S REMARKS RELEVANT TO INTERNAL POLITICAL AFFAIRS WERE CONTAINED IN EIGHT-PAGE OPENING SECTION ENTITLED "SOCIAL PROGRESS." IN IT, AFTER REFERENCE TO SUPREMACY OF THE LAW AND RECENT LEGISLATIVE REFORMS, HE MENTIONED DRUG PROBLEM AS ONE OF "SOCIAL PHENOMENA CHARACTERISTIC OF CONTEMPORARY WORLD WHICH CROSS ACROSS BORDERS." SAID THAT CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN GOM AND US AUTHORITIES WERE PROCEEDING IN SPIRIT OF COOPERATION AND GOAL OF COORDINATING EFFORTS TO COMBAT PRODUCTION, TRAFFIC AND USE OF HALLUCINOGENIC MARIJUANA AND DANGEROUS DRUGS. ADDED THAT CAMPAIGN BY ATTORNEY GENERAL, WITH ASSISTANCE OF ARMY, HAD SHOWN SATISFACTORY RESULTS IN DESTROYING GROWING AREAS, SEIZING CULTIVATORS AND DESTRUCTION OF PLANTS.

4. PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED ARREST OF 19 PERSONS
MANY WHO HAD CONFESSIONED TO COMMITTING ASSAULTS AND ROBBERIES AND TO FORMING PART OF SUBVERSIVE GROUP TRAINED IN NORTH KOREA IN ORDER TO COMMIT CRIMES AND SUBVERT CONSTITUTIONAL ORDER IN MEXICO. (THERE WAS NO MENTION HERE OF ATTENDANT EXPULSION OF FIVE SOVIET DIPLOMATS.) ECHEVERRIA THEN NOTED THAT MAJORITY OF PERSONS SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL PROCESS "FOR CRIMES COMMITTED DURING 1968 DISTURBANCES" HAD BEEN RELEASED, EITHER OUTRIGHT OR ON APPEAL.

5. HE NEXT REFERRED TO EVENTS OF JUNE 10: "A STUDENT DEMONSTRATION IN THE STREETS OF MEXICO CITY BROKEN UP BY ARMED SHOCK-TROOPS," HE CONDEMned AGGRESSION EMPLOYED AGAINST DEMONSTRATORS AND MEXICAN AND FOREIGN JOURNALISTS COVERING THE EVENT WHICH RESULTED IN "DOZENS OF PERSONS INJURED AND SEVERAL DEAD."

6. THESE FACTS, HE SAID, DESERVE CONDEMNATION OF ALL SECTORS, ESPECIALLY THOSE CHARGED WITH MAINTAINING PUBLIC ORDER. (THIS WAS AS CLOSE AS PRESIDENT CAME TO ACKNOWLEDGING GENERALLY-CREDITED CITY HALL ROLE IN JUNE 10 EVENTS.) HE THEN RECALLED HAVING ORDERED INVESTIGATION OF JUNE 10 AND SAID HE HAD CONFIRMED (IMPLICITLY, THROUGH APPOINTMENT OF NEW ATTORNEY GENERAL) THAT INVESTIGATION BE DEEPPENED AND ACTIVELY PURSUED. THIS PASSAGE CONCLUDED WITH "CATEGORICAL" PRESIDENTIAL CONDEMNATION OF EVENTS OF JUNE 10: AT NO POINT DID ECHEVERRIA MENTION FORCED RESIGNATIONS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL SANCHEZ VARGAS, FEDERAL REGENT MARTINEZ DOMINGUEZ OR MEXICO CITY POLICE CHIEF. AND IN PRESS INTERVIEW AUGUST 31 HE SAID THERE WOULD BE NO CABINET CHANGES. MESSAGE LIKEWISE IGNORED RESIGNATION OF NUEVO LEON GOVERNOR ELIZONDO LAST SPRING BUT DID EMPHASIZE UNIVERSITY AUTONOMY IN SUBSEQUENT SECTION ON EDUCATION.
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